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NEW QUESTION: 1

What happens when you attempt to compile and run the following
code?
#include &lt;vector&gt;
#include &lt;iostream&gt;
#include &lt;algorithm&gt;
using namespace std;
template&lt;class T&gt;struct Out {
ostream &amp; out;
Out(ostream &amp; o): out(o){}
void operator() (const T &amp; val ) { out&lt;&lt;val&lt;&lt;"
"; } };
struct Add {
int operator()(int &amp; a, int &amp; b) {
return a+b;
}
};
int main() {
int t[]={1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10};
vector&lt;int&gt; v1(t, t+10);
vector&lt;int&gt; v2(10);
transform(v1.begin(), v1.end(), v2.begin(), bind1st(Add(),1));
for_each(v2.rbegin(), v2.rend(),
Out&lt;int&gt;(cout));cout&lt;&lt;endl;
return 0;
}
Program outputs:
A. 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
B. compilation error
C. 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2
D. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
E. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
What is the advantage of running IOS-XE individual consolidated
packages versus subpackages?
A. optimizes router memory usage
B. lowers CPU utilization
C. decreases storage requirements
D. simplified installation
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
answer is upgraded.
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Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
87. The SSL VPN scenario under dual-system hot standby is shown
in the following figure. The administrator has enabled the SSL
network extension function. The following is about the
configuration of the SSL VPN function.
A. Bind the address pool to VRRP backup group 2 when
configuring network extensions.
B. The virtual gateway IP address of the SSL VPN in C USG_A
must use 202.38.10.2
C. virtual gateway created on the master side will not be
synchronized to the slave side.
D. The virtual gateway IP address of the SSL VPN in D USG_B
must use 10.100.10.2.
Answer: A
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